CS 4300: Artificial Intelligence

Assignment: Jetan - Evaluation Function

Modify your Jetan agent by adding at least 3 different evaluation functions. Compare the performance of each evaluation function, and choose the best one as the default.

See [cs4300-code-ai-agents/prog/Jetan/README.md](cs4300-code-ai-agents/prog/Jetan/README.md) for more information.

Set the contents of [cs4300-code-ai-agents/prog/Jetan/jetan_agent_arguments.txt](cs4300-code-ai-agents/prog/Jetan/jetan_agent_arguments.txt) to be the command line arguments needed to run your best Jetan agent.

Report

The report for this assignment should explain the three evaluation functions, and the agent’s performance with each of the functions.

Grading

Performance measure will be given here soon.

Passoff

Submit your source code by committing and pushing the repository. Submit your report to Canvas.